Sonic Blaster™ It's why they put the “S” in IIgs.

Sonic Blaster™, the IIgs’s first full-featured stereo digitizer, brings a new dimension to computing...the element of fun.

Record sounds, tailor them with extensive editing options and play your own amplified versions back through your home stereo speakers. Sonic Blaster automatically digitizes and play back GS games that use the computer’s built-in Ensoniq sound chip (as almost all do), with thundering results.

Kick back with your favorite computer game and immerse yourself in a roomful of sound effects. Create strange answering machine messages. Drop an interesting background sound into your phone conversations (we provide 17 to get you started). Change screen colors with a virtually infinite pallette of color.

Sonic Blaster’s ultra-low-noise digital design is certified by the FCC.

Use your own equipment.

Use the equipment you already have. You don’t need special amplified speakers because Sonic Blaster’s built-in amplifier works with standard 8 Ohm speakers, small or large, including those monsters next to your stereo. Take sounds from your favorite TV show, album, compact disk, VCR, even a microphone. Then amplify, play backward, create echoes and fades, cut, copy and paste with the Super Hi-Res software we include.

We designed Sonic Blaster to be complete. Here’s a quick tour of part of the software screen:

The Buttons
Stop, Play, Pause and Record buttons, perform the same functions they do on a tape recorder. Also included are Single and Continuous Play buttons and a VU Meter to visually represent input levels.

The Sound Graph
The Sound Graph is the waveform at the bottom of the screen. Portions of the Sound Graph are selected with the mouse and then edited using the cut, copy and paste options within the Edit menu.

The Blocks
Three blocks give readouts of file length, available memory, bytes selected and resolution ratio.

"See" the sound on the oscilloscope.

The Oscilloscope
Sonic Blaster’s built-in oscilloscope gives you a real-time display of input sounds. Use it to set your input levels before recording. Or use the Auto Gain feature to adjust the level automatically.

Sonic Blaster $129

Order Today!
To order or for more information, see your dealer or call (214) 241-6060 today, 9 am to 11 pm, 7 days. Or send check or money order to Applied Engineering, MasterCard, VISA and C.O.D. welcome. Texas residents add 7% sales tax. Add $10 outside U.S.A.

AE Applied Engineering®
The Apple enhancement experts.
A Division of AE Research Corporation.
(214) 241-6060
P.O. Box 5100, Carrollton, TX 75011
Prices subject to change without notice.